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A B S T R A C T   

Cr–N based materials, including stoichiometric CrN and Cr:N with a wide range of nitrogen contents, are 
commonly used as hard and corrosion-resistant coatings. Cr-rich films in this materials system can retain the bcc 
structure of metallic Cr with few percent of dissolved nitrogen, which can be used for tailoring the mechanical, 
thermal, and electrical properties. Here, we investigated low nitrogen containing Cr thin films deposited by high 
ion assisted magnetron sputtering with a substrate temperature of 200 ◦C. With the gas flow ratio maintained at 
fN2/Ar = 0.02, the substrate bias and the target power allows for control of the film composition (0.03 < N/Cr <
0.34). The films comprise a mixture of bcc-Cr and hexagonal Cr2N1-δ phases. The mechanical properties studied 
by nanoindentation and Brillouin inelastic light scattering revealed a hardening effect due to the multiphase 
nanostructure. The mechanical properties of the Cr:N films depend on the residual stress, on the amount of h- 
Cr2N1-δ phase and on the nanostructuring nature of the coatings. A maximum hardness of 37 GPa was achieved 
for a dense film with a Young's modulus of 340 GPa, a shear modulus of 118 GPa, and a relatively low thermal 
conductivity of 7 W/mK.   

1. Introduction 

Controlling the combination of elastic, mechanical, electrical, and 
thermal properties in technologically relevant coating materials is of 
importance in application as hard coatings for cutting tools or corrosion- 
resistant conductive coatings for fuel cells, batteries, or electrolysis cells. 
Physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques using magnetron sputtering 
is a commonly used techniques for the deposition of these types of 
coatings. Widely investigated, it has led to a vast knowledge on control 
of growth enabling desired properties and phase formation to be ach-
ieved. Transition metal nitride-based material systems are one the most 
studied materials system for such applications [1–3]. They are hard and 
tough with relatively low thermal conductivities, and low electrical re-
sistivity being metals or narrow-bandgap semiconductors. The me-
chanical, thermal, and electrical properties of the transition nitride films 
are influenced by different orientations of grains, morphologies, residual 
stresses, and the variation of point defects induced during the growth 
[1,4–12]. 

Cr–N based materials are important model systems because of their 
use in hard coatings, thermal applications, diffusion barrier coatings and 
for thermoelectric properties [13–20]. In this materials system, different 
phases can coexist depending on the nitrogen content bcc-Cr/h-Cr2N or 
Cr2N/CrN [6,7]. The fully Chromium nitride, CrN, in its rock-salt 
structure, has been seen as a possible replacement for TiN with its 
remarkable mechanical properties with a hardness and reduced Young's 
modulus ranging around 20–28 GPa and 300–350 GPa, respectively 
[4,6,7,21,22]. 

In contrast, for Cr:N films with low N content, nitrogen can be 
introduced in the bcc lattice as dopants or alloying elements (interstitial 
solid solution with few percent ≤4%) and may increase hardness and 
Young's modulus. Previous studies of Cr:N (≤ 5 at. % N) films showed 
that by tailoring the microstructure the desired properties could be 
achieved [6,7,23]. A comparison of Cr:N films with 5–33 at.% N showed 
that, in contrast to DC-sputter-deposited films with columnar growth, 
HiPIMS, with its high degree of ionized sputtered metal flux, allowed for 
a fine-grained nanocrystalline structure, leading to higher hardness of 
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28 GPa of the material [21,24]. 
Physical vapor deposited Cr:N thin films may therefore become a 

replacement for electroplated hard chrome. An alternative to HiPIMS is 
to use ion-assisted growth where a solenoid coil provides a high ion flux 
to the growing film. This technique allows to influence the density of Ar 
ions near the substrate and therefore enhance the effect of substrate 
biasing [25]. Moreover in the material system studied, these layers have 
the advantage of combining a unique combination of physical properties 
with their high electrical properties, high hardness and ductility [24]. 
Similar studies on single metals or binary nitrides have shown prospects 
for controlling the film growth, thus the final properties of the material 
[26–29]. There are still unexplored aspects in the Cr:N materials system 
such as the study of the Cr-rich side of Cr:N material system using Ar ion 
assisting magnetron sputtering where morphology and crystallographic 
orientation can be tailored to another extend. 

In the present paper, we investigated the microstructure, mechani-
cal, electrical, and thermal properties of DC sputter-deposited Cr:N films 
with magnetic field assisted-magnetron sputtering. Two different series 
of samples were studied in which the amount of nitrogen incorporated in 
the films was controlled between 2 and 25%. The results show the 
possibility to deposit non-columnar, nanostructured films with smooth 
surface using a low temperature DC magnetron sputtering processing. 
The different characteristics (phase, morphology) of the films were 
analysed to understand resulting mechanical, thermal, and electrical 
properties of the films. We demonstrated the possibility to obtain bcc-Cr 
and h-Cr2N dense nanocomposite films in which the nanostructuring 
and multiphase formation led to an overall improvement of the me-
chanical, thermal, and electrical properties. 

2. Experimental details 

Cr:N films were deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering a high 
vacuum chamber (base pressure of ~3 × 10− 7 Pa). The deposition 
temperature was fixed at 200 ◦C since this yield (nano)crystalline films 
(see, e.g., [24]), while still being sufficiently low to allow deposition 
onto a wide range of temperature-sensitive metallic substrates. The 
depositions were made in a flow-controlled Ar (99.999% pure)/N2 
(99.999% pure) gas mixture with a total flow of 45 sccm, corresponding 
to a total pressure of 0.53 Pa (4 mTorr). The gas flow ratio was main-
tained at fN2/Ar = 0.02. The chromium source was a 75 mm-Cr target 
(99.95% of purity). More details on the deposition chamber can be 
found elsewhere [30]. For the two series of experiments, a solenoid coil, 
serving to increase the plasma density near the substrate position, was 
used with an applied current of 5 A, an optimized coil condition for 
similar material systems [30]. The Al2O3 (c-cut) substrates (10 × 10 
mm2) (Alineason Materials and Technology) were cleaned in Hellmanex 
(3 min), water (5 min), acetone (10 min) and ethanol (10 min) in an 
ultrasonic bath and finally blown dry by N2 gas (the cleaning procedure 
is detailed elsewhere) [31]. Prior to each deposition, the temperature 
was maintained at 200 ◦C for 1 h. The floating potential at the substrate 
position was measured to be about -12 V. For the substrate-bias series, 
the Cr-target power was maintained at 75 W when the substrate bias was 
set between − 30 V, − 75 V and − 100 V (values above the floating 

potential). For the target-power series, the substrate bias was fixed at 
− 75 V and Cr-target power was set to 50 W, 75 W, 100 W. Each 
experiment time was 30 min, resulting in film thicknesses in the range 
from 160 to 310 nm. The different samples with their respective series 
and different conditions are listed in Table 1. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were recorded in a 
Axis Ultra DLD instrument from Kratos Analytical (UK). The base pres-
sure during spectra acquisition was better than 1.1 × 10− 9 Torr (1.5 ×
10− 7 Pa). Monochromatic Al Ka radiation (hγ = 1486.6 eV) with the X- 
ray anode operated at 150 W was used. All core-level spectra were 
referenced to the Fermi level cutoff, which defines zero binding energy 
(BE) [32]. Spectra were acquired with a pass energy of 20 eV, which 
results in a full width at half maximum (FWHM) intensity of the 
calibration-sample Ag 3d5/2 core-level peak of 0.47 eV. Before XPS an-
alyses, samples were sputter-etched with 4 keV Ar+ ions incident at 70◦

with respect to the surface normal for 2 min. The ion energy was then 
reduced to 0.5 keV for 10 min to minimize sputter damage [33]. The Ar+

ion beam was rastered over an area of 3 × 3 mm2 and XPS spectra were 
obtained from the center (0.3 × 0.7 mm2) of the etched region. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on performed on an X'Pert 
PRO MRD diffractometer from PANalytical using Cu Kα1–2 radiation with 
a nickel filter in Bragg-Brentano configuration (θ-2θ scans) and on a 
four-circle diffractometer Philips X'Pert-MRD with monochromatic Cu 
Kα1 radiation equipped with a hybrid mirror and a triple axis optics for 
X-ray reflectivity (XRR). Fitting of the XRR measurements was per-
formed with the X'Pert Reflectivity software (PANalytical) where the 
average density of the film was extracted. A theoretical density (ρtheor.) 
was approximated and calculated from the composition of the film as 
measured by XPS considering a mix of a bcc-Cr and a h-Cr2N1-δ phases 
using the following formula: 

ρtheor. =
x × ρCr2N + (1 − 2x) × ρCr

x + (1 − 2x)
(1)  

where x corresponds to the amount of Cr2N1.85 phase in the film, ρCr2N 
and ρCr are the bulk densities of Cr2N (without nitrogen vacancies) and 
Cr, respectively, from the International Centre for Diffraction Data 
(ICDD) data file (Bulk Cr2N: 6.73 g/cm3, bcc-Cr: 7.19 g/cm3). Finally, 
the apparent density is estimated according to: 

Apparent density =
ρXRR

ρtheor.
(2) 

Here, ρXRR is the density estimated by XRR, and ρtheor. is the density 
calculated from the Eq. (1). 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out with a LEO 
1550 Gemini SEM at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. Transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was carried out on FEI Tecnai G2 
TF20 UT microscope operated at 200. Cross-sectional samples were 
prepared by placing the cut samples in a titanium grid, following by 
manual polishing on diamond papers until the thickness reaches about 
60 μm. The sample was then thinned using a Gatan Precision Ion Pol-
ishing System (PIPS) (Ar+ ion milling), first at 8◦ and 5 keV for 2 h, 
following by milling at 5◦ and 5 keV for an average of 4 h – until 
reaching electron transparency – and then a final polishing step at 5◦ and 

Table 1 
Composition of the Cr:N films (estimated by XPS) for the two series of samples (target-power and substrate-bias) and the thickness determined by cross-sectional SEM 
images.   

Series  
Parameter  
(target power/substrate bias) 

Common  
Parameter  
(substrate bias / target power) 

at. % Cr at. % N at. % O Thickness  
(nm) 

Sample  
name 

Target-power series 100 W − 75 V  95  3  2  310 Cr0.97N0.03 

75 W − 75 V  84  14  2  260 Cr0.86N0.14 

50 W − 75 V  73  25  2  160 Cr0.75N0.25 

Substrate-bias series − 100 V 75 W  96  2  2  260 Cr0.98N0.02 

− 75 V 75 W  84  14  2  260 Cr0.86N0.14 

− 30 V 75 W  76  18  6  250 Cr0.81N0.19  
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0.8 keV for 2 h. Samples were examined in bright field mode and their 
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were recorded. 

The electrical resistivities of all samples were determined by 
measuring the sheet resistances of the films measured by a four-point- 
probe Jandel RM3000 station. The resistivity was obtained by multi-
plying the sheet resistance with the sample thickness, which was ob-
tained from cross-section SEM images and corrected, if necessary, with 
the off tilting. 

The mechanical properties (hardness and reduced elastic modulus) 
of the Cr:N films were investigated by nanoindentation using a Tri-
boindenter TI 950 (Hysitron) and a Berkovich diamond tip with an apex 
radius of 100 nm. The mechanical response of the thin films was 
recorded for 30 nano-indents per sample at a constrained load of 500 μN, 
corresponding to a minimum penetration depth of 12 nm (<10% of the 
thinnest sample). The data were analysed using the approach of Oliver 
and Pharr [34]. 

Time-resolved measurements of longitudinal sound velocity VL were 
performed using a standard picosecond laser ultrasonics (PLU) setup 
[35,36]. The pump and probe beams, emitted simultaneously by a 
mode-locked Ti:Sapphire Tsunami Spectra-Physics laser source oper-
ating at 800 nm with a repetition rate around 79.3 MHz, are focused by 
means of a long working distance lens on the film. Following the 
modulated pump absorption, an ultrafast lattice deformation is induced, 
creating a coherent acoustic pulse at the free surface. This longitudinal 
acoustic wave propagating in the system along the z axis is partly 
transmitted and reflected at the film/substrate interface and finally 
detected through the transient sample reflectivity change at the free 
surface using the time delayed probe beam. Knowing the sample 
thickness (t), the mass density (ρ) and measuring the time of flight (TOF) 
in the film, the longitudinal sound velocity VL = 2 t/TOF of the film 
could be obtained, and the longitudinal elastic constant/modulus along 
the growth axis C33 = ρ(VL)2 calculated. 

Brillouin inelastic light scattering (BLS) was analysed by means of a 
Sandercock-type 3 + 3 pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer, in the 
back-scattering geometry, considering the coupling of the incoming 
light having wave vector ki and frequency fi, with the surface acoustic 
waves of wave vector Q and frequency f (see Refs. [11,37] for details). 
The inelastic scattered light having wave vector kS and frequency fS 
satisfies the following Conditions (3), (4) and (5): 

ks = − ki (3)  

( ks − ki)|| = ±Q (4)  

and 

fs − fi = f (5) 

The surface acoustic waves (SAW) are propagating along one in- 
plane direction with a wave vector modulus Q) defined as: 

Q =
4π
λL

sin(θ) (6)  

where λL the wavelength of the incident laser beam (532 nm) and θ the 
angle of incidence of the light with respect to the perpendicular z-axis. 
For an opaque film, the main feature appearing in a BLS spectrum is the 
Rayleigh surface wave peak having the lowest frequency fR and sound 
wave velocities (VR) defined by 

VR = 2π fR

Q
(7) 

All spectra obtained for different Q were fitted by considering the 
dynamical corrugation u2

z (f, z = 0) induced by the vertical atomic 
displacement uz at the free surface, as being the only active ripple 
mechanism responsible of the inelastic light scattering [38,39]. Isotropic 
elastic properties approximation with two independent elastic constants 
C44 (shear modulus) and C33 was considered. 

Thermal conductivity of the films was obtained using modulated 
thermoreflectance microscopy (MTRM). In this setup, a pump beam at 
532 nm delivered by a Cobolt MLD laser, intensity modulated by an 
acoustic-optical modulator at a frequency f, is focused on the surface of 
the sample with an objective lens (N.A. = 0.5). The samples were coated 
by a 100 nm gold layer, ensuring that the heat source is located at the 
surface. Then, thermal waves are excited in the sample and monitored 
by the reflectivity surface change recorded around the pump location by 
another focused laser beam. We use a 488 nm Oxius laser to maximize 
the probe sensitivity to the thermal field in the gold cap layer. A 
photodiode and a lock-in amplifier record the AC reflectivity compo-
nent, in a frequency range between 1 kHz and 1 MHz. Finally, the 
amplitude and phase experimental profiles were fitted according to a 
standard Fourier diffusion law to extract the thermal conductivity of the 
films [40,41]. Detailed procedure from experimental to data treatment 
can be found elsewhere [42]. 

3. Results 

Table 1 presents the chemical composition of the Cr:N films analysed 
by XPS, and the thickness of the films measured from the cross-sectional 
SEM images. All the films have ~2 at. % of oxygen contamination, with 
one exception for the sample deposited using a low bias with 6 at.%. The 
nitrogen content in the film varies between 2% and 25%, thus in the Cr- 
rich side of the Cr–N system with the overall composition between Cr 
and Cr2N. In the target-power series, an increase of the Cr-target power 
from 50 to 100 W led to a variation of nitrogen content in the film from 
3% to 25%. In the case of the substrate-bias series, the nitrogen content 
in the films decreases from 18% to 2% for an increase of the substrate 
bias from − 30 V to − 100 V. For the rest of the article, we will consider 
two series of samples, denoted as Cr1-xNx with x corresponding to the 
percentage of nitrogen, and arranged by the composition of the film. 

Fig. 1 shows the Cr2p and N1s XPS core-level spectra from the two 
series of sample. Even with a difference in composition in the nitrogen 
content in the film, no clear differences are observable on the Cr 2p 
spectra within a series of sample (Fig. 1a). No shifting of the peak po-
sition (Cr 2p3/2 at 274.4 eV) is observed but an asymmetry of the peak is 
getting pronounced on the higher binding energy side of the Cr 2p peaks 
when the nitrogen content in the film increases. This observation reveals 
that the peak could be composed of two components: a metal Cr 
component (from NIST X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Database: 
metallic Cr 2p3/2 reported at 574.3 eV [43]) still present even for the 
highest nitrogen content film (25%) and a nitride component at higher 
binding energy. On the N 1 s peak, no shifting of the peak position is 
observed but two components could be distinguished. The main peak is 
situated at 398.0 eV and a shoulder peak at lower BE. This feature has 
already been observed on similar studies where the Cr:N films were 
grown using HiPIMS [24]. It has been observed that the N1s spectra 
shape does not differ between a pure bcc-Cr with dissolved nitrogen or a 
pure Cr2N with the two components peaks on N1s. As reference from the 
NIST XPS database, the Cr2N phase (the intermediate phase in the Cr:N 
material system) has been reported with the Cr 2p3/2 at 574.8 eV and N 
1 s at 397.4 eV and the CrN 2p3/2 at 575.7 eV [43]. 

Fig. 2a shows θ-2θ X-ray diffractograms of Cr:N films for a target- 
power series varying form 50 W to 100 W leading to films with com-
positions varying between Cr0.75N0.25 to Cr0.97N0.03. Except for the sharp 
substrate peak at 2θ = 41.6◦, the diffraction peaks from the films are 
broad where several overlapping peaks can be present between 38◦ and 
46◦. The broad peak situated at 2θ = 44◦ is identified as the 110 
reflection from bcc–Cr. This peak is located at the same position for all 
samples within the target-power series. Note here, that compared to the 
unstressed bcc-Cr reference, the diffraction peaks appear to be shifted to 
lower angle. The peaks (0002 and 1121), identified as an isotype 
structure as h-Cr2N phase situated at a 2θ angle lower than 41.5◦, 
became more defined and shift to lower diffraction angles when the 
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nitrogen content increases. Moreover, as the 1121 reflection of h-Cr2N 
phase is the most intense peak in a randomly oriented films (ICDD 00- 
035-0803), the relative intensities of 0002 and 1121 peaks reveal 
some degree of 0002 preferential orientation of the films especially for 
the highest nitrogen containing film. 

Fig. 2b presents the relative evolution of the XRD peak position for 
the two phases in comparison with their ICDD reference data in their 
stress-free bulk polycrystalline forms. The relatively constant value of 
diffraction angle for the bcc-Cr phase reveals a similar stress level within 
the series when applying the same substrate bias of − 75 V. In contrast, 
the peak positions of the h-Cr2N shifts towards lower angle for the 
highest nitrogen content film. The h-Cr2N can accommodate a wide 
variation of nitrogen composition while retaining the hcp structure: 
Cr2N to Cr2N0.76 [44]. This explains that at high nitrogen content, the 
film is most probably composed of a mixture of bcc-Cr phase and a quasi- 
stoichiometric h-Cr2N1 phase while at low nitrogen content, it most 
likely that the film is composed of a mixture of bcc-Cr phase and a sub- 
stochiometric h-Cr2N1-δ with a high amount of nitrogen vacancies. 

Fig. 3a shows θ-2θ X-ray diffractograms of Cr:N films in the substrate- 
bias series. In Fig. 3b, the XRD peaks positions relative to corresponding 
ICDD reference values for stress-free bulk samples is displayed. Similarly 
to the target-power series, the films are composed of a mixture of a bcc- 
Cr and aCr2N-isotype phase (Cr2N1-δ) in which the ratio between the two 
phases proportions varies with the nitrogen content. At the difference of 
the target-power series, the position of the bcc-Cr 110 peak shift towards 
lower angles when the substrate bias increased. The peaks identified as 

h-Cr2N1-δ shifted to the same extend to lower angles. 
Fig. 4 presents the bright field TEM images and the SAED pattern 

obtained from films grown in the target-power series with the compo-
sition Cr0.97N0.03 and Cr0.86N0.14. For both samples, the bright field TEM 
images show variation of contrast and Moiré fringes characteristics of 
different orientation of crystallographic domains. As it can be seen from 
the Fig. 4b, at the interface region, the film Cr0.97N0.03 consists of 
equiaxed nanograin with average diameter of approximately 5 nm. 
Above the layer, column-like grains grew, with columnar diameter of 10 
nm and 20 nm in length. The film Cr0.97N0.03 has similar microstructure 
features with crystallite size in the same range (10–20 nm). For both 
films, the SAED pattern (Fig. 4c-d) confirms the existence of poly-
crystalline bcc-Cr and h-Cr2N1-δ phases observed by the presence of 
multiple reflections and rings of diffraction: 200, 220, 310 (bcc–Cr) and 
1122, 3032, 0002 (h-Cr2N1-δ). Diffraction rings are observed for the film 
Cr0.97N0.03, while for the film Cr0.86N0.14, numerous spots of diffraction 
situated at the same d values forming a ring are observed. This difference 
between the two samples reveals some degree of texture in the film 
Cr0.86N0.14, which remains at a low level for a texture along the [0002] 
direction. 

Table 2 summarizes the sample details obtained from the XRD θ-2θ 

Fig. 1. a) Cr 2p and (b) N 1 s XPS core-level spectra obtained from the samples 
in the two series (target power and substrate bias series). Fig. 2. a) XRD θ-2θ measurements of Cr:N thin films in the target-power series 

with film composition between Cr0.75N0.25 to Cr0.97N0.03; b) Relative 2θ position 
compared to their respective ICDD data peak position for the bcc-Cr 110 
reflection peak and the h-Cr2N 0002 and 1121 reflection peaks. The ICDD data 
reference material corresponds to the bulk stress-free material of bcc-Cr 
(01–076-2494) and h-Cr2N (00–035-0803). Peak maked as * correspond to 
the substrate (0006 of c-plane Al2O3). 
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and the x-ray reflectivity analyses. The proportion of phases in the films 
can be estimated from the composition of the films and considering a 
mix of only a bcc-Cr and h-Cr2N1-δ (δ = 0.24) and are consistent with the 

XRD interpretation. The calculation leads to possible estimation errors 
because the nitrogen content in h-Cr2N1-δ is unknown and could be 
between Cr2N0.76 and Cr2N. Nevertheless, this method gives a rough 
estimation of the proportion of the two phases present. By choosing to 
fix the vacancies at the maximum reported in literature (δ = 0.24) [44], 
an over-estimation of Cr2N % is probable for the highest nitrogen con-
taining film where δ could be lower than 0.24 as seen by the error bar in 
Table 2. 

In the target-power series, the film with the lowest amount of ni-
trogen has a mass density of 7.05 g/cm3, close to the values of pure 
chromium (7.19 g/cm3, ICDD 00–006-0694). The X-ray density in the 
target-power series decreases to 6.50 g/cm3 when the amount of h- 
Cr2N1-δ phase increases. In the substrate-bias series, the X-rays density 
remains between 6.44 and 6.62 g/cm3. Overall, the densities of the films 
are relatively close or lower than the Cr (7.19 g/cm3). The calculated 
apparent density of the film differs between samples. Most of the films 
have an apparent density at 93–95% with two exceptions on the lowest 
nitrogen containing films. The film Cr0.97N0.03, in the target-power se-
ries, presents the highest apparent density with 98% (100 W Cr-target 
power, − 75 V substrate bias). In contrast, the film Cr0.98N0.02, in the 
other series (75 W Cr-target power and − 100 V substrate bias), with 
similar composition has an apparent density of 90%. An increase of the 
bias from − 30 V to − 100 V (sample Cr0.81N0.19 to sample Cr0.98N0.02) 
generated a diminution of the apparent density from 95% to 90%. 

Fig. 5 presents the SEM top surface morphology and the Cross- 
sectional images of the Cr:N films in the two series. In the substrate- 
bias series, the film deposited with a higher substrate bias present a 
clear columnar growth with apparent porosity between the columns and 
clear grain edges on the top surface. A columnar growth is also observed 
when the substrate bias is reduced to − 30 V (corresponding to lower 
amount of nitrogen), with a smoother surface morphology than the films 
deposited with − 100 V. At a substrate bias of − 75 V, the columnar 
growth is diminished with what will be describe as small grain aggre-
gation along the film growth direction, and the grains are not clearly 
distinguished on the top-surface morphology giving a smooth surface. In 
the target-power series, generally the films appear dense and smooth. 
The SEM observations are in accordance with the estimation of the 
apparent density where for the film with the lowest amount of nitrogen, 
in the substrate-bias series, presents a lower apparent density. 

Fig. 6 shows the mechanical properties determined from the nano-
indentation, and from PLU and BLS analysis versus the h-Cr2N1-δ in the 
film (values reported in Table 3). In the target-power series, the hardness 
increases from 30 to 36 GPa when the h-Cr2N1-δ content increases while 
the reduced Young's modulus varies between 300 and 350 GPa. In the 
substrate-bias series, the trends are not as obvious. The hardness of the 
film varies between 23 and 34 GPa with a reduced Young's modulus 
varying between 290 and 350. 

Fig. 3. a) XRD θ-2θ measurements of Cr:N thin films in the substrate-bias series 
with film composition between Cr0.81N0.19 to Cr0.98N0.02; b) Relative 2θ position 
compared to their respective ICDD data peak position for the bcc-Cr 110 
reflection peak and the h-Cr2N 0002 and 1121 reflection peaks. The ICDD data 
reference material corresponds to the bulk stress-free material of bcc-Cr (01- 
076-2494) and h-Cr2N (00-035-0803). Peak maked as * correspond to the 
substrate (0006 of c-plane Al2O3). 

Fig. 4. TEM analysis from of the films grown in the target-power series with the two different contents in nitrogen: Cr0.97N0.03 (a, b, c) and Cr0.86N0.14 (d, e, f). Cross- 
sectional Bright field images (a, b, e, f) and SAED pattern (c, d). 
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Table 2 
Details of the XRD analysis, the density from XRR, the estimation of the apparent density of the materials. The proportion of the phases are calculated from the 
composition considering a mixture the bcc-Cr phase and either Cr2N0.88 or Cr2N0.76 for the h-Cr2N1− δ phase depending on the XRD results (the dominant phase is 
marked in bold).   

Sample Phases Proportion of phase in at. % Qualitative residual stress ρXRR (g/cm3) ρtheor (g/cm3) Apparent density (±0.5%) 

Target-power  
series 

Cr0.97N0.03 bcc-Cr 
h-Cr2N1-δ 

92 
8 

(þ2%) 
(− 2%) 

Medium  7.05  7.15  98% 

Cr0.86N0.14 bcc-Cr 
h-Cr2N1-δ 

63 
37 

(þ9%) 
(− 9%) 

Medium  6.55  7.02  93% 

Cr0.75N0.25 bcc-Cr 
h-Cr2N1-δ 

34 
57 

(þ15%) 
(− 15%) 

Medium  6.50  6.89  95% 

Substrate-bias series Cr0.98N0.02 bcc-Cr 
h-Cr2N1-δ 

94 
6 

(þ1%) 
(− 1%) 

High  6.44  7.16  90% 

Cr0.86N0.14 bcc-Cr 
h-Cr2N1-δ 

63 
37 

(þ9%) 
(− 4%) 

Medium  6.55  7.02  93% 

Cr0.81N0.19 bcc Cr 
h-Cr2N1-δ 

50 
50 

(þ11%) 
(− 11%) 

Low  6.62  6.96  95% 

bcc–Cr: phase isotype as bcc-Cr with diluted nitrogen/oxygen. 
h-Cr2N1-δ: phase isotype as Cr2N with nitrogen vacancies. 
The proportion of phases are defined considering a nitrogen deficient h-Cr2N1-δ with δ = 0.24 the error in % are from the possible uncertainty on 0 < δ < 0.24. 

Fig. 5. SEM top surface and cross-sectional images of: Cr:N thin films: in both series (target-power substrate-bias).  

Fig. 6. Mechanical properties of the two series (target-power and substrate-bias) versus the content of h-Cr2N1-δ in the film: a) hardness measured by nano-
indentation; b) Reduced Young's modulus (Er) measured by nanoindentation. c) Reduced Young's modulus and shear modulus G = C44 estimated by Brillouin in-
elastic light scattering (BLS) and picosecond laser ultrasonics PLU) techniques. 
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In the substrate-bias series, the film with the lowest amount of h- 
Cr2N1-δ exhibits a low hardness of 23 GPa compared to the values on 
similar composition in the target-power series (Tables 2 and 3). In the 
substrate-bias series, a higher amount of h-Cr2N1-δ in the film deposited 
with a lower bias led to a decrease of the hardness to 26 GPa. The 
hardness values in the two series remains high compared to the mixing 
rule (bcc-Cr/h-Cr2N1-δ) and still lying above values reported for Cr2N0.95 
coatings which had low microstrain (12 to 21 GPa) [45]. With increasing 
nitrogen content, the reduced Young's modulus remains between 300 
and 350 GPa whereupon it softened by 18% to reach 290 GPa when 
using a low substrate bias. 

The elastic properties extracted from PLU and BLS provided a com-
parison of the reduced Young's modulus and the values of the shear 
modulus (Fig. 6c and Table 3). In the Cr rich Cr:N for the target-power 
series, the reduced Young modulus values from PLU and BLS are com-
parable with nanoindentation ones (+ 10%) considering the assump-
tions (isotropic elastic properties, no crystallographic texture 
contribution, and a homogeneous single-phase film). In the target-power 
series, Young's and shear varied between E = 299–328 GPa and C44 =

110–118 GPa and are comparable with the DFT theoretical prediction of 
the modulus for bcc-Cr (E = 279 GPa, G = 115 GPa [46]) and CrN (E =
279 GPa, G = 111 GPa [3]). For example, the film containing 37% of h- 
Cr2N1-δ exhibited a Young's and shear modulus of E = 302 GPa and C44 
= 110 GPa, respectively. On higher addition of h-Cr2N1-δ (> 40% in the 
film for both series), the extracted reduced Young's modulus values from 
PLU and BLS seems to not correlate with the one measured by nano-
indentation. A similar observation can be done for the film with the low 
h-Cr2N1-δ content in the substrate-bias series. In both cases, the values 
extracted from PLU and BLS might deviate due to assumptions which 
became inexact due to the secondary phase (h-Cr2N1-δ) dominating and 
the apparent density of the film reducing. Moreover, these films may 
have a higher degree of elastic anisotropy leading to different in plane 
and out-of-plane Young's modulus and thus differences between the 
values extracted from nanoindentation or PLU/BLS. 

The thermal conductivity measured by thermoreflectance varies 
between 7 and 12 W/mK. A value of a pure Cr thin metal has been re-
ported to 94 W/mK [47]. The reported thermal conductivity of single 
phase Cr2N films measured by the same technique was 12 W/mK [48]. In 
the present work the thermal conductivity is relatively low compared to 
the ones from bcc-Cr metal and in the same order as the thermal con-
ductivity of Cr2N. For information the thermal conductivity measured 
on the rock salt CrN is at 4 W/mK [17,18]. 

The electrical resistivity of the sample measured by four-point probe 
varies between 40 and 170 μΩcm. At low nitrogen content, when the 
bcc-Cr phase dominates (CrN3 and CrN2), the electrical resistivity is 
higher than the metal reference and can be due to the presence of the 
secondary phase or the dilution of oxygen/nitrogen into the bcc-Cr 
phase. At higher nitrogen content, when the content of h-Cr2N1-δ in-
creases, the value of the electrical resistivity increases to a maximum of 

170 μΩcm before it decreases towards the value of electrical resistivity 
of Cr2N. 

4. Discussion 

All depositions were done using the assistance of a coil at the sub-
strate location in the chamber which led to dense and smooth film of Cr1- 

xNx. This method allows to increase the adatom mobility at the substrate 
during growth by tuning the ion/neutral ratio incident at the growing 
film surface [49]. Compared with conventional dc sputtering, the use of 
this technique has shown great improvement of the morphology, density 
and can allow of a control of crystallographic texture [26–28]. 

In the present study and in both series, variations of the target power 
or the substrate bias have shown an influence on the nitrogen content in 
the film (Table 1) along with variation of density, morphology, me-
chanical, thermal, and electrical properties of the films. The variation of 
composition of the films in the target-power series are directly con-
nected to the target power applied. A higher target power leads to an 
increase of the voltage and the current, thus an increase of the sputter 
yield of Cr with higher bombarding ions. These changes led to films with 
higher content in chromium and a denser morphology as observed at 
higher target power (Tables 1 and 2, and Fig. 5). The variation of 
composition observed in the substrate-bias series is mainly connected 
the preferential sputtering happening at the substrate. The variation of 
bias, in combination with the coil, increases the Ar+ etching at the 
substrate [30], and increases the stress observed in the film. The use of 
substrate bias voltage enhanced Ar+ ion bombardment which causes the 
re-sputtering of nitrogen adatoms from growing film, in a similar way as 
the contamination of oxygen is more pronounce for the low substrate 
bias film [50]. The use of bombardment of high-density Ar+ ions with 
varied energy seems to affect drastically the type of growth from 
columnar growth to nanocrystalline film. Added to the preferential 
sputtering changing the composition of the film, the competitiveness 
between the two phases seems to affect the nucleation during growth 
which seemed to be more pronounce for the film with medium energy of 
bombardment diminishing the columnar growth. 

According to XRD and TEM measurement, the films are composed of 
a mixture of a bcc-Cr phase plus a phase isotype as h-Cr2N1-δ sub- 
stoichiometric in nitrogen. Both series showed similar existence of 
phases directly connected to their composition in nitrogen. In a bcc 
material system, such as Cr or few other 3d transition metals, the 
structure can accommodate few percent (3–4%) of oxygen, nitrogen, 
carbon, or boron with a tetragonal distortion and an increase of the cell 
volume [51–53]. In the present case, the tetragonal distortion could not 
be observed due to the broadening and the low intensity observed on the 
110 reflection from the bcc-Cr. Nevertheless, the possibility that bcc-Cr 
phase identified in all films could have few percent (< 3–4%) of dis-
solved nitrogen and/or oxygen was not excluded. For clarity and 
simplicity, both the pure bcc-Cr phase and the nitrogen-doped bcc-Cr 

Table 3 
summary of the mechanical properties, thermal and electrical conductivity of the films.  

Series Sample nanoindentation PLU + BLS Thermoreflectance Resistivity 

Er (GPa) H (GPa) E (GPa) Er (GPa) C33 (GPa) C44 (GPa) ʋ κ (W/mK) D (×10− 7) (m2/s) 1/σ (± 5 μΩcm) 

Target-power series Cr0.97N0.03 303  
± 5 

30  
± 1 

299  
± 15 

325  
± 16 

384  
± 19 

117  
± 1  

0.281  7  10  65 

Cr0.86N0.14 351  
± 7 

34  
± 1 

302  
± 15 

353  
± 17 

557  
± 22 

110  
± 1  

0.377  8  7  170 

Cr0.75N0.25 336  
± 4 

37  
± 1 

328  
± 16 

387  
± 19 

660  
± 33 

118  
± 1  

0.390  7  5  100 

Substrate-bias series Cr0.98N0.02 347  
± 8 

23  
± 1 

224  
± 11 

225  
± 11 

227  
± 11 

105  
± 1  

0.352  9  10  40 

Cr0.86N0.14 351  
± 7 

34  
± 1 

302  
± 15 

353  
± 17 

557  
± 27 

110  
± 1  

0.377  8  7  170 

Cr0.81N0.19 291  
± 8 

26  
± 1 

299  
± 15 

341  
± 17 

458  
± 22 

105  
± 1  

0.351  12  7  70  
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phase will be denominated as bcc-Cr phase in the following. 
All films were deposited on c-plane sapphire and with the mixture of 

phases, the evaluation of global stress level in the films was problematic. 
Nevertheless, the constant XRD peak position observed on the bcc-Cr in 
the target power series reveals a constant level of stress for that phase in 
that series (Fig. 2b). In the substrate-bias series, the XRD peak position of 
the bcc-Cr shift from high to low angle when the substrate bias increases 
from − 30 to − 100 V revealing an increase of compressive stress 
(Fig. 3b). For the h-Cr2N1-δ, the interpretation is delicate having the 
possibility of variation of nitrogen content in the phase and possibly a 
variation of stress level for that phase in a similar way as observed for 
the bcc-Cr. In the target-power series where the bcc-Cr has a constant 
level of stress, if considering a similar level of stress for both phases, then 
the shift of the XRD peak position is caused mainly by the variation of 
the nitrogen vacancies in the h-Cr2N1-δ (Fig. 2b). Following the same 
reasoning for the substrate-bias series, a compressive stress and an in-
crease of nitrogen vacancies in the h-Cr2N1-δ would have an opposite 
effect on the peak position leading to difficult analysis and conclusion 
(Fig. 3b). 

As general observation in both series, the films are composed of a 
mixture of bcc-Cr and h-Cr2N1-δ. The stress level seems to be correlated 
to the substrate bias. At fixed substrate bias of -75 V the stress in the film 
seem to remain constant in the target-power series, while on increasing 
the substrate bias, the stress varies to a more compressive stage. The 
general increase of the stress level with the substrate bias is consistent 
with the general observation on thin film: a higher substrate bias yield to 
higher compressive stress in the film [54]. The estimated lower apparent 
density measured on this film might be due to the competitiveness be-
tween bcc-Cr and h-Cr2N1-δ phase combined with the higher level of 
stress created at high substrate bias in Ar+ ion assisting magnetron 
sputtering where the Ar ion density at the substrate is larger than 
common magnetron sputtering. 

In the present study, the Cr:N films have their mechanical properties 
extremely connected to the amount of h-Cr2N1-δ phase content in the 
films, the morphology and the stress level. In the target-power series, the 
measured hardness values vary between 30 and 36 GPa. With similar 
morphologies of the film, apparent densities and stress level between the 
three samples (Tables 2 and 3), the evolution of the hardness increases 
monotonically with the h-Cr2N1-δ content. In the substrate-bias series, 
extrinsic aspects present, such as differences in apparent densities, 
possible variations of stress, and possible variations of δ in h-Cr2N1-δ 
phase, make the interpretation and conclusion more difficult. The re-
sidual stress seemed to greatly improve the hardness of the films to 
maximum values of 36 GPa, while a hardness of 26 GPa is measured for 
similar h-Cr2N1-δ containing film with a lower level of residual stress. A 
lower apparent density combined with columnar growth and higher 
stress level of the films was critical for the hardness of the film for the 
lowest nitrogen containing films where the hardness dropped from 30 to 
23 GPa. 

For comparison, the hardness for the lower nitrogen coating is much 
higher than the bcc-Cr metal (~10 GPa) [8]. Coatings of a pure bcc-Cr 
containing 4% of diluted N in the structure has been reported with a 
24 GPa hardness [24]. In the other hand, the hardness of pure Cr2N0.95 
coatings annealed at different temperatures [150 ◦C, 700 ◦C] is within 
12 GPa and 21 GPa [45]. According to previous studies, the mechanical 
properties of Cr:N films can vary greatly as well as for Cr2N. Cr:N 
hardness can vary from 15 GPa [6] to 38 GPa [7] depending on sput-
tering parameters. Mayrhofer et al. [7] showed that composition, grain 
size and residual stresses are responsible for variation in hardness. 
Greczynski et al. [24] explained the high hardness of his HiPIMS samples 
by the reduced grain boundary sliding and a lower dislocations density. 
The hardness of richer nitrogen coatings is higher than that predicted by 
the rule of mixtures for 40% bcc-Cr and 60% h-Cr2N (27.5 GPa [55]) 
phase given at about 26.5 GPa [56]. 

According to the diffractograms and the TEM images of our mate-
rials, the films are nanocrystalline and small h-Cr2N1-δ crystallites 

should most probably be located between the bcc-Cr grains. This 
structural arrangement should slow down the motion of dislocations 
between the grains. The further increase of the hardness might be 
attributed to the presence of interfaces in these complex nanocomposites 
which block the dislocation movement [57], rather than the presence of 
harder h-Cr2N1-δ phase in the film. The nanostructure aspect of the 
composite is also influencing the thermal conductivity and electrical 
conductivity of the coatings. The low thermal conductivity observed on 
the Cr-side of the Cr:N system is lower compared to bcc-Cr and Cr2N and 
explained by the nanostructuring in the coatings leading to higher 
phonon scattering. The electrical resistivity values are in the same range 
but higher than specific resistivity of Cr (15 μΩcm [58]) and Cr2N (70 
μΩcm [48]) which could not be connected to the nitrogen stoichiometry, 
but mainly by the nanostructuring nature of the sample in which grain 
boundaries density are increased thus the electrical resistivity. 

5. Conclusion 

Different films of chromium rich Cr:N coatings (0.03 < N/Cr < 0.33) 
were deposited at relatively low temperature (200 ◦C) by reactive DC 
sputtering in combination with Ar ion assisting magnetron sputtering. 
The changes in composition controlled by substrate bias or target power 
led to nanocomposite with varied proportion of bcc-Cr and h-Cr2N1-δ. 
The use of Ar ion assisting magnetron techniques diminished the 
columnar growth usually observed on classical dc-magnetron sputtering 
leading to dense, non-columnar nanostructure coatings. The mechanical 
properties, estimated by nanoindentation, complementary Brillouin 
light scattering in combination with picosecond laser ultrasonics, 
revealed a higher hardness (between 20 and 38 GPa) and higher reduced 
Young's modulus (between 300 and 360 GPa) than one can expect from a 
simple rule of mixture. The films presented relatively low thermal 
conductivities between 7 and 10 W/mK which are lower than the one of 
bcc-Cr or h-Cr2N1-δ. The hardening process, thermal properties and 
electrical properties of the films were attributed to the multiphase 
nanostructure happening in this low nitrogen content Cr:N material. The 
formation of this secondary phase and their distribution in the coatings 
seems to play a role on the mechanisms affecting the dislocation, 
phonon, and electron propagation in the film. 
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